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Ã¢â‚¬Å“DonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t ever scare us like that again,Ã¢â‚¬Â• Arc grumbles. I take the bait.

Ã¢â‚¬Å“Or what?Ã¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬Å“Or IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll leash you and keep you within reach at all

times.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Wyn and her Guardians are trying to reach the entrance to her mother's realm. But

there are a few things standing in her way - including someone wanting to kill her. And her attraction

to her Guardians isn't making things easier either...Episode 2 of the reverse harem serial Winter

Princess. 18+. ***A new episode will be released every two weeks. Five of them will be bundled

together at the end for those who enjoy longer books so they can read it in one go. If you don't like

serials, please don't leave a bad review but wait until the omnibus edition is out.***
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Even better than the first. I love seeing the story develop. I absolutely love all four Guardians and

can't wait for more of them and Wyn

I received a free advanced reader copy of this book and voluntarily decided to review itOkay, I



thought part one was totally amazing and it is, but part two is even better! Wyns story continues

where part one ended. The excitement, danger and humour just does not stop. Our gang is Closer

to reaching the other realm but not without incident.Skye Mackinnon has written the second

instalment with the same flair and pizazz as part one. The relationships between Wyn and her four

guardians is electric, the serious moments are strong and at times tender, the humour is two fold,

Wyn bounces off the different personalities of her guys, and her inner monologues are hilarious and

make you laugh out loudThis really is shaping up to be a great series, I am enjoying the exquisite

torture if waiting for the next instalment. This series is extremely well written, the writer clearly has a

talent and imagination for creating such an enjoyable series, and as such I need to recommend this

read to everyone, and a little spoiler of sorts, I have two words that I have adopted from this

instalment, Unicorn Farts! ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚Â¦Ã‚â€ž (less)

Episode 2 was even better than Episode 1! We get to learn more about Wyn and her Guardians,

see more of their powers, and have some heat added into the mix ;) I thought it was hard in Episode

1 to pick my favorite Guardian, but it became even harder in Episode 2 haha. I was worried that the

4 would fall into the normal RH male types (brooding/badass, flirty, shy/nerdy, etc.) but the 4 haven't

completely gone there/there are enough differences it didn't bother me in the slightest. I like that we

get little glimpses of their past/learn about their creation, but are left wanting more. I enjoyed the

little romance/steamy additions, added some funny moments to some serious situations. I liked that

this episode contained just as much action-packed scenes as Episode 1, and that Skye provided

amazing vivid descriptions of Wyn's power and of the bond forming between the 5 of them.I think

Skye has done a great job with this second installment of her serial! I can't want to read more and

see where she is taking us on this journey. I highly recommend everyone read it.

I received a free advanced reader copy of this book and voluntarily decided to review it.I thought I

liked the first installment. The second is SO much better!It picks up RIGHT where the last one left

off (it's a serial, this makes sense). I felt like you got a better feel for the guys personalities in this

installment. The first one you learned about the world and Wyn and her powers. This book is about

the boys. And are they worth it. ;) Though we do learn that Wyn is a fan of good whiskey done right

(a girl after my own heart).There's a pretty steamy scene between Wyn and the boys that has some

of the funniest lines I've read. I've read, re-read, highlighted them, and re-read them some more and

laughed every time. It's a pretty hilarious insight into the mind of a conflicted, heated woman.I'm

very intrigued to see what happens in the next installment. The group is getting very close to the



"portaal" and this installment ends with a very interesting hint as to what they're going to have to

deal with between now and crossing over. Plus we've also been given a little more insight into what

things are like in the god realm.Can;t wait for #3.

I received this book as an ARC.Well Skye MacKinnon, you've done it again!! I cannot believe how

amazing Winter Princess: Episode 2 was!!! I devoured this book from the second i realized it had

arrived on my kindle.Winter Princess: Episode 2 is the newest release from the Daughter of Winter

serial. The last episode left us with Wyn having totally shown us her Bad-Ass side and the

Guardians doing what they do best, dealing with the consequences of Wyn's actions. This episode

once again follows these amazing characters through their journey to return Wyn to her birth place,

the journey however is not as easy as it may sound.I love the characters in this book! Wyn is funny

and strong, at times too stubborn (but given the circumstances you can understand why) and she

just has a genuinely good heart. Holy Guardian Hotness; Arc, Storm, Frost and Crispin. These men

are amazing male characters!! Each one of them is totally unique and has a different role in the

group.I am possibly the hugest fan of Arc and that has not changed in this book. He is still

absolutely perfect; the Kilt, the accent, the muscles. Skye can i please have him? But i was

surprised to see that i was really starting to love Storm as well, there's just something about the

Alpha hero. I have a feeling each book will make me love each brother even more.Episode 2 just

completely blew me away. It was fun, it was funny, it had action, it was hot, it was just all over

perfect. I cannot wait for the next installment!!!!Skye i need Episode 3! and my own set of guardians!

Episode 2 takes off just after episode 1 ended. And now that Wyn is reunited with her Guardians

they are back on the path to go to the gateway to meet the Winter Queen, Wyn's mother and

hopefully get answers. But that's easier than done. Especially when there's something or someone

determined to Stop Wyn, even if it means killing her...There was more humour in this and the

relationship between Wyn and her Guardians are definitely building. And while Arc seems to be a

girm favourite for others i think Storm is my go to guy. But hey this is RH and it's building up more

so Why Choose?I'm finding that I'm enjoying this serial, theres enough to keep me entertained and

wanting more without it feeling rushed or too drawn out. I can't wait for the next installment as so

much is going through my head with that ending!I received a copy of this book from the author in

exchange for an honest review.
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